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Abstract: Extending earlier research on forecasting recessions with financial variables, I examine the
importance of additional financial variables and temporal dependence for recession prediction. I
show that both additional financial variables, in particular, the Treasury bill spread, default yield
spread, stock return volatility, and temporal cubic terms, which account for temporal dependence,
independently help to improve not only in-sample, but also out-of-sample recession prediction. I also
find that additional financial variables and temporal cubic terms complement each other in enhancing
the predictability of recessions, increasing the explanatory power and decreasing prediction error
further, compared to their individual performance.

Keywords: recession forecasting; financial variables; temporal dependence

1. Introduction

Recessions have significant welfare implications (Atkinson et al. 2013), and much
attention is directed toward finding optimal policies to avoid and dampen the consequences
of recessions (King et al. 1988; Kydland and Prescott 1982; Long and Plosser 1983; Lucas
1977; Plosser 1989). Precise prediction of future recessions is, therefore, important for
sustainable economic growth. Consequently, forecasting recessions has received significant
attention in the literature, and financial variables have been found to have predictive
power for recessions. In particular, the term spread, which is the difference between long-
term and short-term interest rates, has been shown to be a useful predictor of recession
periods; see Fama (1986); Estrella and Hardouvelis (1991); Estrella and Mishkin (1997);
de Lint and Stolin (2003); Estrella et al. (2003); Estrella (2005); Bauer and Mertens (2018);
Benzoni et al. (2018); and Fendel et al. (2021). In addition, models that use both the level of
the federal funds rate and the term spread have been found to provide better prediction of
recessions than models with the term spread alone (Wright 2006).

I extend the earlier research on forecasting recessions with financial variables by (i)
covering a longer period by including data for recent years; encompassing the onset of
the recent COVID-19 crisis, (ii) investigating the predictive power of additional financial
variables, and (iii) adding a temporal cubic polynomial approximation into a standard
probit model in order to account for temporal dependence in binary recession data.

Additional financial variables considered in this study include Treasury bill spread,
default yield spread, and stock market volatility. Treasury bill spread refers to the difference
between the 3-month Treasury bill rate and the federal funds rate, and it reflects investors’
expectation about interest rate changes in the short run. It is common to use the term spread
between the 10-year Treasury bond and 3-month Treasury bill to predict future recessions
and economic activity, as in Estrella and Mishkin (1998). However, this spread between
the 10-year Treasury bond and 3-month Treasury bill represents a long-term spread. On
the other hand, the spread between the 3-month Treasury bill and the federal funds rate
is a short-term spread, which could reflect useful information for the expectation about
economic activity in the near future. The default yield spread is defined as the difference
between BAA- and AAA-rated corporate bond yields. Credit spread is, in general, known
as a measure for changes in credit conditions of the economy (Chen 1991; Estrella and
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Mishkin 1998; Fama and French 1989; Gilchrist and Zakrajšek 2012). Additionally, Gilchrist
and Zakrajšek (2012) show that credit spreads have predictive power for future economic
activity. I thus use the default yield spread to forecast future recessions. Stock market
volatility has also been found to be related to the business cycle in the literature; see Schwert
(1989b); Fama (1990); Schwert (1990); Hamilton and Lin (1996); Corradi et al. (2013); and
Choudhry et al. (2016). In particular, Schwert (1989a) documents the relation between
stock volatility and financial crises. Stock market volatility is considered in this study as
a potential predictor for recessions, particularly for those associated with financial crises.
These additional financial variables are, therefore, expected to be useful in improving the
recession predictability.

In order to deal with time dependence in binary recession data, I also include temporal
cubic polynomial terms, following Carter and Signorino (2010). The traditional method
to model time dependence in binary data is to add time dummies or time splines, which
are either associated with estimation problems related to separation or induce significant
complexity in estimation (Beck et al. 1998; Carter and Signorino 2010). The temporal cubic
polynomial approximation is simple to implement and interpret, but still performs well in
modeling time dependence.

Using the recession prediction model of Wright (2006), which includes the term spread
and the federal funds rate as explanatory variables, as a baseline model, I show that
both the additional financial variables considered, the Treasury bill spread, default yield
spread, stock return volatility, and the temporal cubic terms independently help to improve
prediction of U.S. recessions between 1964 and 2020 not only in-sample, but also out-of-
sample. In terms of the in-sample performance with a forecasting horizon of 3 months,
the incorporation of the additional financial variables increases R2 by 28%p, while the
introduction of temporal cubic terms increases it by 36%p. Adding the extra financial
variables together with temporal cubic terms increases R2 by 46%p. This pattern, where
the additional financial variables and the temporal cubic terms complement each other
by jointly improving predictive performance beyond their individual contributions, holds
across a range of performance metrics.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes data and summary
statistics, while Section 3 explains the empirical methods for this study. Section 4 presents
the empirical results, and Section 5 provides concluding remarks.

2. Materials
2.1. Data and Variables

The main variables of interest for this study are recession indicators for the U.S. and
financial variables that capture the state of the U.S. economy. The U.S. recession dates
are from the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER), which determines dates for
U.S. business cycle expansions and recessions. All financial variables, except stock market
returns, come from the Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED), which is maintained by
the Research Department at the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. Stock market return
data are from the Kenneth French’s data library. The sample period covered for this study
is from 1964 until 2020 because data on long-term bond yields before 1964, in general, are
regarded as unreliable in the literature (Ang et al. 2006; Fama and Bliss 1987; Wright 2006).
The analysis in this study is based on monthly data.

Table 1 reports the U.S. recession periods between 1964 and 2020. There were eight
recession periods in the U.S. during this period. The duration of recession periods is
between 6 and 18 months. The recession with the shortest duration is the recession from
February 1980 until July 1980, while the recession with the longest duration is from January
2008 until June 2009, which is associated with the financial crisis of 2007–2009. The most
recent recession started in March 2020, which was right after the onset of the COVID-19
pandemic, and has not yet ended as of December 2020.
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Table 1. U.S. recessions between 1964 and 2020. This table presents U.S. recession periods and their
durations between 1964 and 2020. U.S. recession dates are from the National Bureau of Economic
Research (NBER). The duration of a recession is reported as the number of months between the
starting and ending months of the recession.

Starting Ending Duration
Month Month (In Months)

January 1970 November 1970 11
December 1973 March 1975 16
February 1980 July 1980 6
August 1981 November 1982 16
August 1990 March 1991 8
April 2001 November 2001 8

January 2008 June 2009 18
March 2020 - -

The financial variables used for this study include the term spread (TMS), the federal
funds rate (FF), the Treasury bill spread (TBS), the default yield spread (DYS), and the
stock return volatility (SVOL). TMS is the difference between the 10-year Treasury bond
rate and the 3-month Treasury bill rate, FF is the effective federal funds rate, TBS is the
difference between the 3-month Treasury bill rate and the federal funds rate, DYS is the
difference between BAA- and AAA-rated corporate bond yields, and SVOL is the volatility
of the daily market factor returns of Fama and French (Fama and French 1993, 2015). The
market factor returns correspond to the value-weighted stock returns of all U.S. firms.

2.2. Summary Statistics

Table 2 reports the summary statistics for the main variables used in this study. All
the financial variables are denominated in percentage (%) terms. The average of the
recession indicator (REC) is 0.14, meaning that 14% of the total number of months in the
sample period belongs to a recession period. The mean values of TMS, FF, TBS, DYS
and SVOL are 1.52%, 5.07%, −0.49%, 1.03% and 0.86%, respectively. Among the financial
variables, FF has the highest mean and standard deviation. In addition, according to
the correlation matrix, the variables which have strong positive correlations with REC
are DYS and SVOL, while TBS has a strong negative correlation with REC. The high
absolute values of correlation of DYS, SVOL and TBS with REC suggest their relevance
for recession prediction.

The time trends of the financial variables over the sample period are presented in
Figure 1. The shaded areas in the figure correspond to the U.S. recession periods. The figure
shows that it is common to have upside jumps in DYS and SVOL during the recession
periods, which illustrates high correlations of those variables with REC reported in the
correlation matrix of Table 2. In particular, there was a big jump in both DYS and SVOL
during the 2008–2009 recession period. SVOL shows another big jump in the 2020 recession,
while it displays one more large spike in the late 1980s, which is not actually associated
with a recession period.
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Table 2. Summary statistics. This table reports summary statistics of the main variables. REC refers
to the recession indicator, TMS the term spread, FF the federal funds rate, TBS the Treasury bill
spread, DYS the default yield spread, and SVOL the stock market volatility. All the variables except
for the recession indicator are denominated in percentage (%) terms. Std. Dev., P25, P50, and P75
represent the standard deviation, 25th percentile, 50th percentile, and 75th percentile, respectively.

REC TMS FF TBS DYS SVOL

Observations 684 684 684 684 684 684
Mean 0.14 1.52 5.07 −0.49 1.03 0.86

Std. Dev. 0.34 1.24 3.76 0.71 0.44 0.54
P25 0 0.54 1.94 −0.69 0.75 0.55
P50 0 1.56 5.05 −0.25 0.92 0.71
P75 0 2.55 6.91 −0.05 1.21 0.99

Correlation Matrix

1.000
−0.054 1.000
0.191 −0.424 1.000
−0.343 0.414 −0.766 1.000
0.430 0.244 0.254 −0.266 1.000
0.365 0.053 −0.101 −0.098 0.372 1.000

Figure 1. Time series of financial variables. This figure shows the time series of the financial variables over the period
between 1964 and 2020. TMS refers to the term spread, FF the federal funds rate, TBS the Treasury bill spread, DYS the
default yield spread, and SVOL the stock market volatility. All the financial variables are denominated in percentage (%)
terms. The shaded areas correspond to the U.S. recession periods.
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3. Methods
3.1. Statistical Model

The statistical model for the empirical analysis in this study is the probit model of the
following form:

Y =

{
1 if X′β + u > 0
0 if X′β + u ≤ 0 ,

(1)

where Y is an indicator variable, X represents a set of explanatory variables, and u is an
error term, which follows the standard normal distribution. In this model, the probability
that Y is equal to 1 conditional on X can be expressed as follows:

Pr(Y = 1|X) = Pr(X′β + u > 0) = Φ(X′β), (2)

where Pr and Φ denote the probability and the cumulative standard normal distribu-
tion function, respectively. The coefficient vector β of this probit model is estimated by
maximizing the following log-likelihood:

ln L(β; Y, X) = ln
N

∏
i=1

[
Φ(X′i β)

Yi (1−Φ(X′i β))
1−Yi

]
=

N

∑
i=1

[
Yi ln Φ(X′i β) + (1−Yi) ln(1−Φ(X′i β))

]
.

(3)

3.2. Empirical Model

I adopt the empirical model of Wright (2006) as a baseline empirical model (Model 1)
for this study. This model is a probit model forecasting a recession with the term spread
and the level of the federal funds rate. Model 1 can be expressed as follows:

Pr(RECt+1,t+h = 1|Xt) = Φ(β0,h + β1,hTMSt + β2,hFFt), (4)

where h is the forecasting horizon, RECt+1,t+h is an indicator variable that takes on a value
of one if there is a recession at some point during the period between t + 1 and t + h, TMSt
is the term spread at time t, and FFt is the federal funds rate at time t.

To examine the effects of additional financial variables on the recession predictability, I
construct Model 2 by augmenting Model 1 with additional financial variables—TBS, DYS,
and SVOL—as follows:

Pr(RECt+1,t+h = 1|Xt) = Φ(β0,h + β1,hTMSt + β2,hFFt

+ β3,hTBSt + β4,hDYSt + β5,hSVOLt),
(5)

where TBSt is the Treasury bill spread at time t, DYSt is the default yield spread at time t,
and SVOLt is the stock market volatility at time t.

Model 3 accounts for the temporal dependence in the recession indicator by adding a
temporal cubic polynomial approximation into Model 1 as follows:

Pr(RECt+1,t+h = 1|Xt) = Φ(β0,h + β1,hTMSt + β2,hFFt

+ β3,hDTt + β4,hDT2
t + β5,hDT3

t ),
(6)

where DTt denotes the number of years passed as of time t since the last recession. These
temporal cubic terms are included in order to control for the temporal dependence in
binary recession data, following Carter and Signorino (2010).
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Lastly, Model 4 combines both the additional financial variables and temporal cubic
polynomial approximation with Model 1 as follows:

Pr(RECt+1,t+h = 1|Xt) = Φ(β0,h + β1,hTMSt + β2,hFFt + β3,hTBSt + β4,hDYSt

+ β5,hSVOLt + β6,hDTt + β7,hDT2
t + β8,hDT3

t ).
(7)

By Models 2 and 3, we can examine the separate effects of the additional financial
variables and temporal cubic terms, respectively. Model 4 is for the investigation of the
joint effects of both the additional financial variables and temporal cubic terms on the
recession predictability.

4. Results
4.1. In-Sample Estimation of Forecasting Models

The sample period covered for the in-sample estimation of forecasting models is from
1964 to 2020. Using data for this period, each of the four empirical models specified in
Section 3.2 is estimated with forecasting horizons h of 3, 6, and 12 months.

Table 3 reports the probit regression results for forecasting recessions over the next
three months, using the four empirical models specified in Section 3.2. If we compare
the results for Models 1 and 2, we can notice that all of the additional financial variables,
TBS, DYS, and SVOL, have significant forecasting power for recessions at 1% significance
level. Additionally, the Akaike information criterion (AIC) of Akaike (1974), which is a
measure of prediction error, indicates that Model 2 has a lower in-sample prediction error
than Model 1. The comparison of the AICs from Models 1 and 3 also reveals that the
inclusion of the temporal cubic terms improves the in-sample fit for recession forecasting.
Among the four models considered, Model 4 has the best in-sample fit in terms of AIC,
which shows that both the additional financial variables and temporal cubic terms help to
improve recession predictability. Moreover, the likelihood ratio test statistic for comparing
Models 1 and 4 is 269.70 with a p-value of less than 0.01%; thus, the null hypothesis of no
difference between the two models is strongly rejected in favor of Model 4, which implies
that adding the extra financial variables together with the temporal cubic terms leads to a
statistically significant improvement in model fit.

In addition, Table 4 reports the Wald test results on the joint significance of the
coefficients estimated from Model 4. The test statistics and their p-values indicate that
each set of the coefficients has strong joint statistical significance even after controlling for
the other explanatory variables. This implies that the additional financial variables and
temporal cubic terms independently help to improve in-sample recession predictability.

Figure 2 shows the recession probabilities predicted from each model with a forecast-
ing horizon h of 3 months. This plot illustrates that Model 4 makes better predictions of
recessions than the other three models. Model 1 performs well at predicting recessions in
early 1980s, but not well at forecasting other recessions. Model 2 enhances the predictability
of recessions, especially the recessions in the mid 1970s, late 2000s, and early 2020s, while
it still does not predict well the recessions in the early 1990s and early 2000s. Moreover,
Model 2 generates high probabilities of recessions for the late 1980s, which are not actual
recession periods. This false prediction of a recession is due to the high value of SVOL
in the late 1980s as noted in Figure 1. Model 3 shows decent forecasting performance by
capturing most of the recession periods, although it underestimates the duration of the
recession in the 2008–2009 period. Model 4 predicts the 2008–2009 recession better than
Model 3 by augmenting Model 3 with additional financial variables, which shows that
those financial variables are especially useful in improving the predictability of the reces-
sion associated with the financial crisis. Additionally, the recession probabilities predicted
from Model 4 for the late 1980s are significantly lower than those from Model 2. We can see
that accounting for the temporal dependence in the recession indicator by adding temporal
cubic terms into Model 2 decreases the predicted recession probabilities for the late 1980s,
which in turn increases the predictive performance.
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Table 3. Probit regression results for forecasting recessions over the next 3 months. This table reports
the recession forecasting regression results of the four empirical models specified in Section 3.2 with
a forecasting horizon h of 3 months. Columns (1)–(4) are for Models 1–4 in Section 3.2, respectively.
TMS refers to the term spread, FF the federal funds rate, TBS the Treasury bill spread, DYS the
default yield spread, SVOL the stock market volatility, DT the number of years passed since the last
recession, and AIC the Akaike information criterion. t-statistics are reported in parentheses. *** and
** indicate significance at the 1% and 5% levels, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

TMS −0.115 ** −0.269 *** −0.454 *** −0.346 ***
(−2.19) (−3.59) (−5.13) (−3.39)

FF 0.089 *** −0.072 ** 0.027 −0.075 **
(5.31) (−2.31) (1.13) (−2.03)

TBS −0.868 *** −0.919 ***
(−5.29) (−4.92)

DYS 1.048 *** 0.1190
(5.39) (0.50)

SVOL 0.647 *** 0.581 ***
(4.64) (3.65)

DT −1.868 *** −1.781 ***
(−8.15) (−6.69)

DT2 0.325 *** 0.325 ***
(5.80) (5.09)

DT3 −0.015 *** −0.016 ***
(−4.31) (−3.96)

Constant −1.361 *** −2.621 *** 1.110 *** 0.0360
(−8.79) (−10.56) (3.35) (0.08)

Observations 681 681 681 681
Pseudo R2 0.09 0.37 0.45 0.55
Log-likelihood −268.63 −186.79 −162.55 −133.78
AIC 543.27 385.59 337.10 285.57

Table 4. Wald test results on the joint significance of the estimated coefficients. This table reports
the Wald test results on the joint significance of the coefficients estimated from Model 4 specified in
Section 3.2 with a forecasting horizon h of 3 months. TMS refers to the term spread, FF the federal
funds rate, TBS the Treasury bill spread, DYS the default yield spread, SVOL the stock market
volatility, DT the number of years passed since the last recession, and d.f. the degree of freedom.

(T MS, FF) (TBS, DYS, SVOL) (DT , DT2, DT3)

χ2 statistic 12.25 47.30 72.97
d.f. 2 3 3

p-value 0.0022 <0.0001 <0.0001

The effects of the additional financial variables and temporal cubic terms for the
recession predictability, which are illustrated in Figure 2, can be summarized as follows.
(i) The additional financial variables (TMS, DYS, and SVOL) help to better predict the
recessions in the mid 1970s, late 2000s, and early 2020s, although they falsely predict a
recession in the late 1980s. They are especially useful in predicting the duration of the
2008–2009 recession. (ii) The temporal cubic terms improve the predictability of most
recessions, even though they downplay the duration of the recession associated with the
2007 global financial crisis. In particular, they predict the recessions in the early 1990s and
early 2000s better than the financial variables. (iii) The additional financial variables and
temporal cubic terms complement each other so that they jointly can forecast most of the
recessions fairly precisely. The temporal cubic terms help to correct a false detection of a
recession from the additional financial variables, while the additional financial variables
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help to improve the predictability of the recession in the late 2000s, which is not properly
captured by the temporal cubic terms.

Figure 2. Predicted recession probability. This figure shows the recession probabilities predicted from the in-sample
estimation of the four empirical models specified in Section 3.2 with a forecasting horizon h of 3 months. The shaded areas
in the figure refer to the periods in which there was a recession over the next three months.

To further investigate the performance of recession prediction for the longer forecast-
ing horizon, Table 5 presents the estimation results of the four empirical models specified
in Section 3.2 with forecasting horizons h of 6 and 12 months. The results show the same
patterns as in the estimation results with a forecasting horizon h of 3 months. The in-sample
fit of Model 4 is better than those of the other three models, confirming the usefulness of
the additional financial variables and temporal cubic terms for recession prediction. One
thing to note with regards to the estimated coefficients for Model 4 is the significance of the
coefficients on DYS. The coefficient on DYS is statistically significant with h = 12, but not
with h = 3 nor 6. This suggests that the default yield spread helps to predict recessions in
the longer term rather than imminent recessions.
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Table 5. Probit regression results for forecasting recessions over the next 6 or 12 months. This
table reports the recession forecasting regression results of the four empirical models specified in
Section 3.2. Panel A is with a forecasting horizon h of 6 months, while Panel B is with a forecasting
horizon h of 12 months. Columns (1)–(4) are for Models 1–4 in Section 3.2, respectively. TMS refers
to the term spread, FF the federal funds rate, TBS the Treasury bill spread, DYS the default yield
spread, SVOL the stock market volatility, DT the number of years passed since the last recession,
and AIC the Akaike information criterion. t-statistics are reported in parentheses. *** and ** indicate
significance at the 1% and 5% levels, respectively.

Panel A: Forecasting Horizon of 6 Months

(1) (2) (3) (4)

TMS −0.221 *** −0.420 *** −0.560 *** −0.465 ***
(−4.21) (−5.49) (−6.26) (−4.63)

FF 0.105 *** −0.042 0.053 ** −0.039
(6.14) (−1.34) (2.18) (−1.06)

TBS −0.796 *** −0.827 ***
(−4.77) (−4.52)

DYS 1.011 *** 0.2220
(5.24) (0.97)

SVOL 0.694 *** 0.586 ***
(5.02) (3.84)

DT −1.617 *** −1.363 ***
(−7.69) (−5.77)

DT2 0.267 *** 0.233 ***
(5.22) (4.12)

DT3 −0.012 *** −0.011 ***
(−3.56) (−2.89)

Constant −1.200 *** −2.390 *** 1.127 *** −0.1460
(−7.84) (−9.94) (3.30) (−0.32)

Observations 678 678 678 678
Pseudo R2 0.15 0.40 0.44 0.53
Log-likelihood −277.96 −195.95 −183.87 −154.85
AIC 561.91 403.89 379.75 327.70

Panel B: Forecasting Horizon of 12 Months

(1) (2) (3) (4)

TMS −0.423 *** −1.035 *** −1.168 *** −1.555 ***
(−7.58) (−9.36) (−8.83) (−8.39)

FF 0.150 *** −0.038 0.130 *** −0.055
(7.63) (−0.97) (4.47) (−1.07)

TBS −1.323 *** −1.849 ***
(−5.24) (−5.82)

DYS 1.702 *** 0.721 **
(6.82) (2.48)

SVOL 0.676 *** 0.611 ***
(4.34) (2.96)

DT −1.989 *** −1.659 ***
(−7.60) (−5.34)

DT2 0.304 *** 0.223 ***
(5.07) (3.16)

DT3 −0.012 *** −0.0070
(−3.19) (−1.60)

Constant −0.957 *** −2.313 *** 2.420 *** 1.453 **
(−6.12) (−8.20) (5.49) (2.35)

Observations 672 672 672 672
Pseudo R2 0.28 0.54 0.56 0.69
Log-likelihood −275.08 −173.19 −168.17 −118.63
AIC 556.17 358.39 348.35 255.25
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Given that Model 4 has the best in-sample fit among the four empirical models
considered, it is interesting to see how each explanatory variable in Model 4 affects the
predicted probability of recessions. To this end, Figure 3 plots the predicted probabilities
of recessions over a range of values for each explanatory variable, holding all the other
explanatory variables at their mean values. All these predicted probabilities are based
on Model 4 and horizon h = 3. The following can be noticed from the figure. First, the
marginal effects of TMS and TBS show similar patterns: once the value of each variable
goes below a certain threshold, the probability of a recession starts to increase as the value
of the variable decreases. In particular, the larger size of a negative term spread leads to
a higher probability of recessions. Second, SVOL has its own threshold above which the
recession probability increases with the value of the variable. The higher the stock market
volatility becomes, the higher the recession probability gets. Third, the probability of a
recession gradually increases with the value of DYS, while it decreases with the value of
FF. When the default yield spread is larger, the probability for recessions is also higher.
Finally, the plot for the marginal effect of DT shows that the recession probability steeply
decreases with the value of DT as long as DT is less than about 2 years. However, the
probability of a recession starts to slowly increase once DT exceeds around 6 years, which
implies that a period of expansions for more than about 6 years starts to bring in a higher
probability of recessions.

Figure 3. Marginal effects on recession probability. This figure shows the predicted recession probabilities over a range
of values for each explanatory variable, holding all the other explanatory variables at their mean values. The predicted
probabilities are based on Model 4 and horizon h = 3. TMS refers to the term spread, FF the federal funds rate, TBS the
Treasury bill spread, DYS the default yield spread, SVOL the stock market volatility, and DT the number of years passed
since the last recession. The shaded bands correspond to 95% confidence intervals.
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4.2. Out-of-Sample Forecasting Performance

In this section, I examine the usefulness of the empirical models specified in Section 3.2
for the out-of-sample forecasting of recessions. The in-sample estimation in Section 4.1
assumes that all information for the whole sample period is available at the time when the
forecasting is made. However, for those who want to use estimated models for forecasting
future recessions, this assumption is not realistic. Out-of-sample forecasting is, therefore,
estimated using only the information available at the time of forecasting. Starting with the
recession prediction made in December 1979, the predicted recession probability in each
month is calculated using only the data available up to the time at which the prediction is
made. The root mean squared error (RMSE) for each forecasting horizon h is then computed
as follows:

RMSEh =

√√√√ 1
Th

Th

∑
t=1

( p̂t+1,t+h − RECt+1,t+h)2, (8)

where Th is the total number of out-of-sample predictions made, and p̂t+1,t+h is the pre-
dicted probability of a recession over the period between t+1 and t+h, which is estimated
using only the data available up to time t. In addition to the RMSE, the average prediction
error (APE) for each forecasting horizon h is also calculated with a probability threshold of
0.5 as follows:

APEh =
1
Th

Th

∑
t=1

∣∣1( p̂t+1,t+h > 0.5)− RECt+1,t+h
∣∣, (9)

where 1 denotes an indicator function for the condition in the parenthesis being true.
The APE defined above corresponds to the average rate of the false prediction of future
recessions when we regard a recession probability greater than a threshold of 0.5 as an
indication of a recession.

Table 6 reports the out-of-sample RMSE and APE of each model for forecasting
horizons h of 3, 6, and 12 months. For all three horizons considered, Model 4 shows the best
out-of-sample forecasting performance in terms of both RMSE and APE. With a forecasting
horizon h of 3 months, Model 1 has an average prediction error of 12.20%, while Model 4
decreases the prediction error by 4.43%p to 7.77%. If we focus on a forecasting horizon h of
12 months, Model 4 reduces the average prediction error by 7.86%p as compared to that
from Model 1. In addition, we can see that the RMSE and APE from Model 4 are smaller
than those from Models 2 and 3, which indicates that both the additional financial variables
and temporal cubic terms help to improve the out-of-sample recession prediction.

Another way of evaluating the out-of-sample forecasting performance is to use a
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, which shows the relation between false
positive rate (FPR) and true positive rate (TPR). FPR is the ratio between the number of
false positive predictions and the number of real negative cases, while TPR is the ratio
between the number of true positive predictions and the number of real positive cases.
Unlike the APE in Equation (9) which assumes a fixed recession probability threshold
of 0.5, the ROC curve is generated by assuming many different values of the recession
probability threshold. Figure 4 shows the ROC curves of the out-of-sample forecasting
from the four empirical models specified in Section 3.2 with a forecasting horizon h of
3 months. Each dot in the plot corresponds to a pair of FPR and TPR for a certain value of
the recession probability threshold. The out-of-sample forecasting performance of each
model can be measured by the area under the curve (AUC) for the ROC curve from each
model. The higher value of the AUC implies better forecasting performance. The AUC
for each of the Models 1–4 is 0.6247, 0.8624, 0.9179, and 0.9248, respectively, which also
confirms that Model 4 has the best out-of-sample forecasting performance among the four
models considered.
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Table 6. Out-of-sample forecasting errors. This table reports the out-of-sample forecasting errors
of the four empirical models specified in Section 3.2. The out-of-sample forecasting performance
of each model is evaluated for each forecasting horizon h, starting with the recession prediction
made in December 1979 and using only the data available up to the time at which the prediction
is made. The root mean squared errors (RMSE) of Equation (8) are reported in Panel A, while the
average prediction errors (APE) of Equation (9) are in Panel B. Columns (1)–(4) are for Models 1–4 in
Section 3.2, respectively.

Panel A: Root Mean Squared Errors

Horizon (1) (2) (3) (4)

3 0.3453 0.2942 0.2885 0.2602
6 0.3577 0.3100 0.3088 0.2842

12 0.3620 0.2980 0.3199 0.2775

Panel B: Average Prediction Errors

Horizon (1) (2) (3) (4)

3 0.1220 0.1057 0.1179 0.0777
6 0.1362 0.1240 0.1382 0.0988

12 0.1911 0.1382 0.1423 0.1125

Figure 4. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. This figure shows the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves of the out-of-sample forecasting from the four empirical models specified in Section 3.2 with a forecasting horizon h
of 3 months.
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5. Conclusions

Using U.S. recession data between 1964 and 2020, I show that both additional finan-
cial variables, the Treasury bill spread, default yield spread, stock market volatility, and
temporal cubic terms help to improve in-sample recession prediction as well as out-of-
sample recession prediction. This suggests that the recession forecasting performance
of the traditional models can be enhanced by additionally considering relevant financial
variables and time dependence. The additional financial variables especially help to im-
prove predictability of recessions associated with financial crises, reflecting the relation
between stock market volatility and financial crises noted by Schwert (1989a). The temporal
cubic terms also properly capture the temporal dependence structure of a binary recession
indicator, consistent with Carter and Signorino (2010). Overall, this study contributes to
the literature by documenting the usefulness of additional financial variables and temporal
cubic terms for better recession predictability.

These results are not only of practical relevance for recession forecasting, but also are
important in enhancing our understanding of business cycles and economic growth more
broadly. However, the results in this study are based on U.S. data. The applicability of
the variables considered in this study in other countries could, therefore, present potential
future research directions. Depending on the characteristics of the nation’s economy, other
types of variables could also be considered.
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FPR False positive rate
TPR True positive rate
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